ATTACHMENT 1
CITY OF BUELLTON
City Council Agenda Staff Report
City Manager Review: SW
Council Agenda Item No.:
5

To:

The Honorable Mayor and City Council

From:

Gregory M. Murphy, City Attorney

Meeting Date:

January 27, 2022

Subject:

Third Public Hearing Considering City Council Redistricting Maps
and Boundaries
______________________________________________________________________________
BACKGROUND
On March 11, 2021, the City Council entered into contract with National Demographics
Corporation (NDC) to assist with creating election districts for the City of Buellton.
Pursuant to state law, four public hearings are required throughout the districting process
in order to obtain public input. The first public hearing was held on June 10, 2021, where
the City Council received public input on district boundaries and approved the transition
timeline. The second public hearing was held on July 8, 2021, where the City Council
again received public input regarding district maps and election sequencing and all districtbased election data was posted to the City’s website and made available for review at City
Hall. The first two hearings were held prior to release of the 2022 Census data, which was
delayed due to COVID-19.
The Census data is now available and the City’s demographer Daniel Phillips, Ph.D., with
NDC, has worked with staff to prepare four separate draft district maps for consideration
and discussion. Staff scheduled the third public hearing on January 27, 2022, the fourth
public hearing on February 24, 2022, which will include the first reading of the ordinance
adopting the district map and election sequencing. The second reading of the ordinance
will be presented to the City Council on March 10, 2022.
There are a number of restrictions the City is required to follow in forming election
districts. Each of the four districts will need to contain about 1,294 persons (by law, total
population and not registered voter population must be used to set districts) but there is
some tolerance for deviation. The process will include defining neighborhoods and
communities of interest to attempt to ensure they are not divided between districts. The
City will also want to consider future growth and potentially set districts so that future
changes can be made with as little disruption as possible. Dr. Phillips will provide a
presentation (Attachment 1) detailing the transition process and the rules and goals
associated with ultimately choosing a district map and election sequence.
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An analysis of proposed map compliance with the Federal Voting Rights Act (VRA) and
California Voting Rights Act (CVRA) is available for review as Attachment 2.
The four NDC draft maps are available for review on the City’s website, via the following
link: https://cityofbuellton.com/government/district-based-elections/. There are also three
public maps available for review via the same link. There are a total of seven draft maps.
Below are the four draft maps prepared by NDC for consideration:
1. NDC Plan 201 Demographics - NDC Plan 201 Map
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2. NDC Plan 202 Demographics - NDC Plan 202 Map
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3. NDC Plan 203 Demographics - NDC Plan 203 Map
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4. NDC Plan 204 Demographics - NDC Plan 204 Map
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Below are the three draft maps prepared by the Public for consideration:
5. Public Plan 101 Demographics - Public Plan 101 Map
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6. Public Plan 102 Demographics - Public Plan 102 Map
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7. Public Plan 103 Demographics - Public Plan 103 Map
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The community has been informed and encouraged to attend public hearings through a
variety of outreach efforts, including the following:






City’s Website
City’s Facebook page
Flyer included in all utility billing statements to every household (English/Spanish)
Article in the City’s newsletter distributed to every household
Public Hearing notices advertised in the local newspaper

The City has also established a dedicated District-Based Elections page on the City’s
website, with information about the process designed to comply with State requirements,
which include the following:
1. A general explanation of the District-Based Election process
2. The procedures for a member of the public to testify during a public hearing or to
submit written testimony directly to the Council
3. A calendar of all public hearings, which includes the time and location of the public
hearing, satisfying legal notice requirements
4. The notice and staff report for each public hearing
5. Each draft map considered by the Council at a public hearing
6. The adopted final map of City Council Electoral Districts (following Council selection)
State law requires the City to maintain the information on the web page for a period of 10
years.
RECOMMENDATION
That the City Council receive a presentation from the City’s demographic consultant on the
district-based map boundary alternatives and election sequence options, open the public
hearing to allow for public testimony, and determine two draft maps to consider during the
fourth public hearing and first reading of the ordinance adopting by-district elections.
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1 - Power Point Presentation – Transition to District Elections
Attachment 2 – Analysis of Proposed Map Compliance with VRA and CVRA
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Transition Process
Step
Initial pre-draft
hearings:
June 10 & July 8

Description
Held prior to release of draft maps.
Education and to solicit input on the communities in the City.
Identify “neighborhoods,” “communities of interest,” and
“secondary areas.”

Initial deadline for
draft maps:
January 11

Deadline for the public to submit draft maps for inclusion in the
next hearing packet and presentation.

Release draft maps:
January 20

Draft maps posted to project website.

Two hearings on
draft maps:
Jan. 27 & Feb. 24
Map adoption:
March 10

Two meetings to discuss and revise the draft maps and to discuss
the election sequence.
Map adopted via ordinance/resolution.
Final map must be posted at least 3/7 days prior to adoption.
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Rules and Goals for Drawing Districts
2. California Criteria for
Cities

1. Federal Laws






Equal Population

1.

Federal Voting
Rights Act

2.

No Racial
Gerrymandering

3. Other Traditional Districting
Principles

Geographically contiguous



Undivided neighborhoods
and “communities of
interest”



Respect voters’ choices /
continuity in office

Future population growth

(Socio-economic geographic areas that
should be kept together)
3.

4.

Easily identifiable
boundaries
Compact
(Do not bypass one group of people
to get to a more distant group of
people)

Prohibited:
“Shall not favor or discriminate against a political
party.”
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Latino CVAP
Latinos are concentrated along Highway 101
There are no concentrations of African
Americans, Asian Americans, or Native
Americans

January 27, 2022
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Possible Neighborhoods / Communities
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Publicly Submitted Draft Plans
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Publicly Submitted Draft Plans
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Publicly Submitted Draft Plans
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NDC Draft Plans
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NDC Draft Plans
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NDC Draft Plans
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NDC Draft Plans
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Analysis of NDC Draft Plans
NDC Plan 201

NDC Plan 202



Population deviation: 9.2%



Population deviation: 5.3%



District 3 Latino CVAP: 41%



District 3 Latino CVAP: 41%



All four districts contiguous



All four districts contiguous

Does not appear to unnecessarily split any
neighborhoods



Unites multi-family housing on both sides of
the freeway in District 3 (is this a benefit?)



Divides mobile home parks between Districts
1 & 4 (would they be better represented in
the same district or separate districts?)



District boundaries follow Highway 246 and
other major streets wherever possible













All four districts are compact


While the majority of Rancho de Maria is in
District 4, a small part of it is in District 2
Divides multi-family housing on either side
of the freeway between Districts 3 & 4
Divides mobile home parks between Districts
1 & 4 (would they be better represented in
the same district or separate districts?)
District boundaries tend to follow Highway
246 and other major streets, except for that
between Districts 2 & 4
District 2 may not be compact
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Analysis of NDC Draft Plans
NDC Plan 203

NDC Plan 204



Population deviation: 8.7%



Population deviation: 6.3%



District 3 Latino CVAP: 43%



District 3 Latino CVAP: 36%



All four districts contiguous



All four districts contiguous

While the majority of River View is in
District 2, a small part of it is in District 1



Unites multi-family housing on both sides of
the freeway in District 4 (is this a benefit?)



Unites mobile home parks in District 1
(would they be better represented in the same
district or separate districts?)



District boundaries tend to follow Highway
101 and other major streets, except for that
between Districts 1 & 2















Does not appear to unnecessarily split any
neighborhoods
Unites multi-family housing on both sides of
the freeway in District 4 (is this a benefit?)
Unites mobile home parks in District 1
(would they be better represented in the same
district or separate districts?)
District boundaries follow Highway 101 and
other major streets wherever possible
All four districts are compact

District 3 may not be compact
January 27, 2022
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Election Sequence Options
District NDC Plan 201 NDC Plan 202 NDC Plan 203 NDC Plan 204

1

2022 or 2024?
(Andrisek &
Sanchez)

2022
(Andrisek)

2022 or 2024?
(Andrisek &
Sanchez)

2022
(Andrisek)

2

2024
(Lewis)

2024
(Sanchez)

2022 or 2024
(vacant)

2024
(Lewis)

3

2022 or 2024
(vacant)

2024
(Lewis)

2024
(Lewis)

2024
(Sanchez)

4

2022
(King)

2022
(King)

2022
(King)

2022
(King)

(There must be two districts up in 2022 and two in 2024)
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Public Hearing & Discussion






Questions about the proposed redistricting plans?
Which plan do you prefer?
What, if anything, would you like to see revised in your
preferred plan?
Please refer to the Interactive Review Map for a
detailed look at each plan
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ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED MAP COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL VOTING RIGHTS
ACT AND CALIFORNIA VOTING RIGHTS ACT
Key issues:








Equal representation based on total population
No racial gerrymandering
Voting Rights Act
Geographic contiguity and integrity
Geographic compactness
Neighborhoods and communities of interest
Census Bureau probable error in allocating population

Overview:
At its March 28, 2019 Council meeting, the City Council agreed to transition from
Buellton’s existing at-large elections, to district-based elections and entered into a
settlement agreement with Southwest Voter Registration Education Project (SVREP) on
April 22, 2019. SVREP had previously sent a letter notifying the City of a potential
California Voting Rights Act (CVRA) violation. It is important to note that an allegation
of a CVRA violation does not imply that the City or its Council is acting in a discriminatory
manner; rather it is an allegation that the overall electoral system within the City is resulting
in the disenfranchisement of minority voters. The intent of district-based elections is to
give all legitimate groups, particularly minority groups, a better chance of being fairly
represented on a City Council. Therefore, when drawing voting district maps it is important
to attempt to enfranchise minority voting groups without gerrymandering a district wholly
for that purpose.
District maps are based on official census counts and the population of Buellton’s districts
should be within a tolerance of 10%. That is, the largest district should have no more than
10% more voters than the smallest. Under the Federal Voting Rights Act and cases
interpreting that act, a greater variance is strongly disfavored but may be allowable under
rare circumstances where the facts of the case support it. For example, the case Kostick v.
Nago (960 F. Supp. 2d 1074 - Dist. Court, D. Hawaii 2013) authorized Hawai’i to set
legislative districts by island, even if the population variances were above the standard
10%, because the history, community of interest, and geographic factors weighed strongly
in favor of doing so.
While the NDC-created maps all fall within the general 10% tolerances, one of the NDC
maps may not provide, on paper, a legitimate opportunity for the City’s Hispanic/Latino
population to elect a candidate of choice, yet it may still be considered on the same basis
as the Hawai’i maps – the map may be viewed to better create communities of interest and
represent the reality of voting in Buellton even though on paper it does fully comply with
the VRA or CVRA. One reason for this is what is believed to be a Census Bureau error.
In the 2020 census, the population of the census block containing the Ranch Club Mobile
Estates community dropped by 220 persons, an almost equal amount to the increase in
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population of the block containing a neighborhood north of Highway 246, which the
Census said doubled in size. The Ranch Club Estates experienced no actual loss of
residents or structures between 2010 and 2020, and the neighborhood to the north/northeast
experienced no significant construction during that time. While the actual Census Bureau
numbers must be used as the baseline for the City’s mapping, this apparent error could be
a factor underlying the selection of a map that increases geographic and community of
interest continuity even though it creates a population variance outside the normal
tolerance.
Finally, districting and sequencing of elections may take into account existing
representation and the will of the voters, but gerrymandering or utilizing a nonconforming
map just to retain incumbents would not be consistent with the Federal Voting Rights Act.
Analysis of the Seven Proposed Maps
NDC Plan 201
This plan creates a district in the middle of the City that would include equal numbers of
Hispanic/Latino residents and White residents, though a voting age population of 41%
Hispanic/Latino and 53% White. It keeps the new townhomes off McMurray together with
the townhome community at the north end of Central. Under the proposed election
sequence, this district would have an empty seat to fill in 2022. As the district has the
highest percentage of Hispanic/Latino voters, having it fill an empty seat immediately
would be consistent with the purpose of the CVRA settlement. The plan primarily utilizes
Highway 246 to split two districts on the west side of the City, one north and one south.
The “southern” of the two would reach across 246 to tie together the two census blocks
that appear to have been miscounted by the Census Bureau, thereby “fixing” the error. The
fourth district would include most of the east side of the City, as well as the Rancho de
Maria neighborhood and the Valley Station neighborhood and River Grove Mobile Home
Park.
NDC Plan 202
This plan would also create a central-City district that would be 48% Hispanic/Latino and
44% White, though a voting age population of 41% Hispanic/Latino and 49% White, or
slightly more keeping with the enfranchisement of Hispanic/Latino voters. The election for
this district’s seat likely would not take place until 2024 due to Council Member Lewis
residing in the boundaries and her having been elected on the 2024 cycle. The plan relies
less on Highway 246 to separate districts, with three of the four crossing the highway. In
addition, the Rancho de Maria neighborhood is split into two different districts, the two
census blocks constituting the Census Bureau’s probable error are split. The Ranch Club
Mobile Estates community is placed with neighborhoods to the west, with which it does
not share either contiguity or community of interest.
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NDC Plan 203
This plan ties the townhome community at the north-central portion of the City to the
townhomes off of McMurray, but ties both of those communities to the remainder of the
east side of the City. This map has the benefit of pre-planning for what appear to be new
housing projects that will be proposed on the McMurray corridor in the coming year or
two. The plan also creates the central-city district and a relatively compact district in the
northwest of the City. It ties Rancho de Maria, the two mobile home communities, and the
census block that has the probable “error” doubling its population. This “fixes” the Census
Bureau’s error while creating reasonably clear communities of interest. The plan does not
rely on Highway 246 to separate districts at all, but does rely on Highway 101. The central
city district it creates contains a population that is 51% Hispanic/Latino, though the voting
age population is only 43% Hispanic/Latino with 49% White. This is even slightly more in
keeping with the enfranchisement of Hispanic/Latino voters, but again the district would
not vote until 2024 due to Council Member Lewis residing there.
NDC Plan 204
This plan was designed to resemble Plan 203 but to take into account neighborhood and
community of interest factors to a greater extent than it takes into account the Census
Bureau’s probable error. This plan relies on knowing the neighborhoods and communities
of interest in the City and attempting to balance the numbers of voters in a way that will
ultimately fully enfranchise the Hispanic/Latino voters in the City. Once again, there is a
central district that would be set up to meet the settlement of the CVRA complaint. This
district, which includes the census block that on paper appeared to double in size by the
Census Bureau’s count, would tie that neighborhood to Central Avenue, Avenue of the
Flags, and the communities existing there. The northwest of the city would have a district
that contains both schools. The southwest would include the neighborhood by River View
Park, both mobile home communities, and all of Rancho de Maria. The final district would
contain both townhome communities and all of the east side. The central city district is on
paper only 45% Hispanic/Latino and 47% White, with voting-age populations of 36%
Hispanic/Latino and 56% White. However, as noted above, it is believed that the Census
Bureau’s likely error has caused the racial makeup of the census block north of Highway
246 to be improperly recorded. If not for the Census Bureau’s likely mistake, this map
would almost certainly be similar to or in excess of Plan 203’s Hispanic/Latino voting
percentage.
Public Plans
This plans submitted by the members of the public each have one major flaw that cannot
be easily solved – each has a population variance of 30-51%. While, as noted above, a
variance in excess of 10% can be allowed if there are special facts to support it, variations
this large would likely be deemed by a court to violate the one person-one vote rule. In
addition each map splits the Rancho de Maria community, each splits the community along
Avenue of the Flags, and the Hispanic/Latino voting age population for the district that
responds to the CVRA complaint in each is either 27% or 28%. While the low
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Hispanic/Latino percentage may be attributed to the same issue as in NDC Plan 204, the
numbers in these three maps skew even farther from what is desired. This, combined with
the large variance in total population and the splitting of communities of interest (besides
Rancho de Maria as noted above, the two townhome communities are split in all three
maps, the mobile home parks are split in two of the three, the northwest is split in all three)
makes these maps fall farther from the ideal.
While there is no perfect map for the City of Buellton, due to the likely Census Bureau
mistake, taken with the manner in which the City has developed and the way communities
of interest and neighborhoods have organically coalesced, it is believed that for the reasons
noted above the NDC Plans are all viable alternatives for the City’s districting process but
the Public plans would require more in-depth analysis before they could be fully supported.

